Based on recent W -mass measurements, the electroweak theory is tested at non-trivial quantum correction level, i.e., beyond the Born approximation with α(M Z ) instead of α. We can conclude that some non-Born type corrections must exist at more than 92 % confidence level, and the non-decoupling top-quark corrections are required at 97 % confidence level. * ) E-mail (BITNET) address: A52071@JPNKUDPC or HIOKI@JPNYITP
Electroweak precision analyses have been performed extensively ever since high-energy experiments at M W,Z scale started at CERN, FNAL and SLAC. In particular, quite lots of precise data on the Z boson from LEP have made it possible to test the standard electroweak theory with considerable accuracy.
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Thereby, many particle physicists now believe that this theory (plus QCD) describes correctly phenomena below O(10 2 ) GeV.
Recently, however, Novikov et al. claimed that the Born approximation based on α(M Z ) instead of α(=1/137.036) reproduces all electroweak precision measurements within the 1σ accuracy [3] . This means that the electroweak theory has not yet been tested at "non-trivial" level (although I never think testing the α(M Z ) effects to be trivial). Concerning this problem, Sirlin stressed that such a non-trivial test is possible through low-energy hadron physics [4] . In fact, his conclusion is that there is very strong evidence for non-Born effects in the analysis of the unitarity of the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix. He also pointed out that more precise measurements of M W and the on-resonance asymmetries are crucial for high-energy tests.
In this short note, I will study the same issue based on the recent W -mass determination by CDF combined with UA2 data [5] :
More concretely, I will examine whether the Born approximation still works or not, and then focus on the top-quark contribution which does not decouple, i.e., becomes larger and larger as m t increases. It is very significant to test it because the existence of such effects is a characteristic feature of theories in which particle masses are produced through spontaneous symmetry breakdown plus large Yukawa couplings.
First, it is quite easy to see if taking only α(M Z ) into account is still a good ♯1 There are a lot of papers on this subject. I only cite [1] among the latest articles here (see also [2, 3] and the references cited therein).
approximation. The W -mass is calculated within this approximation as
where α(M Z ) = 1/(128.87±0.12) [6] . For the present data M exp Z = 91.187±0.007
GeV [7] (and G F =1.16639 × 10 −5 GeV −2 ), this equation gives
which leads to
Since what we want to know here is whether the left-hand side of it is really positive and not zero, it is a one-sided test. Therefore we can conclude that the 
which comes from the above data plus the one by D0: M exp W = 79.86±0.40 GeV. If we use this, the confidence level of our conclusion becomes about 92 %. Anyway, these results indicate that there must be some non-Born type corrections.
The other test that I wish to do here is on the non-decoupling top-quark effects. Indirect constraints have been derived on m t through these correction terms [1] . This is deeply related to the subject under consideration, but not complete as a test of such corrections: The fact that m t can be evaluated through those non-decoupling terms does not automatically mean that quantum effects including those terms must exist. What Novikov et al. did [3] shows it, indeed.
Moreover, the Higgs mass m φ brings inevitably some uncertainties into those usual analyses since we only know m φ > 62.5 GeV [8] at present. Towards unambiguous tests, I proposed a simple procedure in Ref. [9] . I apply it to the present data here.
Let me briefly summarize my previous work. The tool is the well-known M W -M Z relation (see [2, 10] as review articles). Except for the higher order m 2 t contributions, this relation is given in terms of α, G F , M Z and ∆r (the one-loop corrections to the µ-decay amplitude) as
The explicit expression of ∆r is given, e.g., in [10] . The non-decoupling top contribution to ∆r is
(
What I proposed is to study what will happen if ∆r[m t ] would not exist, i.e., to compute the W -mass by using the following ∆r ′ instead of ∆r in Eq.(6):
The resultant W -mass is denoted as M ′ W . The important point is to subtract not only m 2 t term but also ln(m t /M Z ) term, though the latter produces only very small effects unless m t is extremely large. ∆r ′ still includes m t dependent terms, but no longer diverges for m t → +∞ thanks to this subtraction. I found that M ′ W takes the maximum for the largest m t (i.e., m t → +∞) and for the smallest m φ (i.e., m φ =62.5 GeV). The accompanying uncertainty was estimated at most to be about 0.03 GeV. Therefore,
holds for any experimentally allowed values of m t and m φ .
Let us compare this inequality with M exp W = 80.30 ± 0.20 GeV (CDF+UA2). Then, we have 
